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Common Courtesy 

Ain’t no harm whilst being a humble human 

To be a part of fine-tuning and candy-coating the life! 

Ain’t no harm whilst connecting the commoners 

To be a permeating art, amongst heroic beauty. 

 

Ain’t no harm whilst being a Gracious 

To be gentle amongst polite people. 

Ain’t no harm while offering helping hands 

To be kind enough among uncouth cultures. 

 

Ain’t no harm whilst adoring childish charm 

To be a great defendant, amongst ignorant innocent, 

Ain’t no harm in praising the good deeds 

To be socializer, amongst the diverse mindset. 

 

 

Ain’t no harm whilst reaping blissful friendship 

To be a good tree, amongst fruitless acquittances, 
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Ain’t no harm whilst caring common courtesy 

To polish and embrace, the joy of noble civilization! 

 

 

A Piece of Peace 

Beyond all conflicts, lies a piece of tranquillity, 

An age which discovered, land of high harmony… 

And nobody show temper, to sing sweetest eternity, 

Free from all soil’s gossips and blow away thou agony! 

 

 

To vale, where peace dwells on each race, 

In every little heart, where rejoice kindness; 

And nobody dares to break, the true human grace 

Ohh! who ruined bright Hope into dark blindness? 

 

 

Ahh! let me travel far and wide, to no man's land, 

Every inch, each of pinch to hold boundless band; 

Neither for victory nor for regretting loss 

But to search, who grew the bridge of wild moss? 
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Ohh! what brings a pause to innocent folks, I wonder? 

what strings a cause, to strike alike thunder? 

And who tainted the spirit of small homeland? 

O' the Sun of world, save thy beautiful dreamland! 

 

 

No hatred, no violence could grow deep strong, 

to defeat songs of mankind, skilled for good will, 

A day will come to fail and prove the Wrong! 

To the earth, where peace thrill, until We fulfil …. 

 

Let every heart beat tunes, spark and shine, 

Let the soul fly freely, in tall green pines, 

And remember in world of envy, Peace hail from Love 

Let live our faith, let not hover away our white Dove! 

 

THINK BEYOND FEMINISM 

 

 

Pink isn’t only a shade 

Intended for a spark of hope 

For hue of wombs never fade 

And let me truss strong rope! 
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All these years,in passionate chase 

Must not lie down to set strong fail! 

All that you need to do ---- critically link 

For global epoch have countless kinks! 

 

And let not your vivacious verve down 

All you need to pour more lively power 

Until you corrode the manly brunetgowns 

For the valour and courage must shower 

 

 

All that great human race cherishes 

For only because young face perishes 

And life thy breach where femininity got discover 

Wouldn’t welcome to treat asidered-carpet cover! 

 

 

And irrelevant pride of, which you ride 

Is perhaps ----- nourished blood of thee hides 

Hope wouldn’t easily let egotistic forget 

All because popular tales yet to float overwet 
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Perhaps world needs to re-begin 

All because she needs to win 

Shall be impressed one fine day 

All because to make known her way 

 

Let not internal strength …a forte to sink 

Might not have enough turn to think 

And remember you are a fresh novel born 

To the orbiting earth where men mourn! 

 

Afflatus de Sunrise 

 

 

Each day dripped upon divine shine 

Behind the hills of Lakeland around 

Each hour counts upon heavenly power 

Conveying par excellence golden gem 

What an inevitable afflatus of beautiful Sunrise! 

 

Glittering amidst the valleys of pine trees 

Ahh! no blissful could as blessed in thou lap 

O, Lord Sun, thou created a Universe 
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Full of majestic powers, showers thy love 

In tiny creature, in giant features of the world ! 

 

Beyond thy personal horizon, burning thoughts 

Teasing desperately, in thou orange crimson 

Let not miss, the language, lesson and favour 

Feast your eyes in the beauty of morning 

For not everyone invited to thou hall of Fame! 

 

Sleepers, who aren’t yet awaken 

Dreamers who aren’t yet risen 

Climbers who didn’t yet climb 

In all those hardened souls and spirits 

There is a sparkle; a wakeup call 

 

Appreciating the world’s best next sunrise 

To realize the faith and hope of dales 

Born in each of moment, a new paradise 

In warming womb, feeling thou gentle wise 

Across the Lakes of England, and motherland 

 

Remember, else no darkness mount dark point 

To bleach the bright light of Soul 
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Small amount of red sunrise appearance 

Enough to evoke the spectacular dreams 

Breathing freely; at the highest sunrise point ! 

 

I WISH I COULD  HAVE A LIFE 

 

When the planets were spinning around the Universe 

Nobody knew that men would have hammered   _ 

Into big bang , burst as giant blast , fierce and fiery 

And nobody had a second thought how worse an explosion? 

Could have taken place if not measured, the motion of  fall 

 

Beyond season of fall which happened every now and then 

In the era of curved two plus one modern theory 

 

Folks don’t talk  about customs or civilizations 

Peace don’t exist in this great isle of harmony 

And most shocking , when monarchs speak about nation 

Not once even dare or care to protect or preserve, we belong 

The dusty soil ever made for feeding and nurturing 

Got spoiled and marred within dirty rusty hands 

 

But those deprived who are the victims and sufferers 
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Still have  hope and faith in hovering grey clouds 

Not stepping back to nourish thee barren land 

But leaving no stone unturned to dig out 

Dig out the whole life , buried somewhere 

Down…. and deep down to ground, where --- 

 

A foetus still breathing and wish to have a life_ 

Sprouting inside the womb of green planet 

Draped and embellish  with culture and traditions 

Inside blue ocean sparks alike a pearl in an oyster 

Where humanity flourishes and nourishes 

In the veins and heart of the nation 

 

Where people still capable of thinking 

Thinking for a while , why do we live? 

Breathing on this earth , with soul and senses 

Where respect , gratitude, tranquillity and love 

Blooms from the same branch of cultural tree 

And each of bud’s sprout , would be fertile enough 

 

To breed the age long traditions without reluctance 

And not taken for granted , a life of women and nature 

For both exists and serve  each of bits and jiffs 
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To reproduce and feed every tiny creature surviving 

Where freedom and dreams owe to spirit of unity 

And Folks delighted to sing , togethera hymn to diversity 

 

Oh! I wish I could have a life 

To deal and heal with modern chaos . 

 

 

Libertéd'esprit 

 

Where humanity is free from all dust 

And soul of every creature is pure 

To cherish pleasure of true living 

And hands aren’t tainted with red rust 

 

Where pen is keen to pour 

Writings of love and kindness 

Destroy all disappointments and pain 

To shower  rain of happiness and hope 

 

Where small voice is heard in quietness 

Folk’s courage speaks more than power 

Where passion ignites spark of dreams 
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And lit your hearts on fire to chase aim 

 

 

Where emotions flow freely in society 

And thought evoke to rejoice traditions 

And crowned heads break protocols 

For fortifying culture of historic land. 

 

SPROUTS OF GREEN WORLD 

If the modern hands could have open fist 

To sow tiny seeds of bunch of flowers 

To shower on bare barren deserted villages 

Marred by giants into wires of urban grime 

 

If chic minds could have offer dime 

To sow tiny seeds of fruit and shower orchards 

Onto empty field at the outskirt of town 

Exploited and occupied for factories smoke 

 

If sophisticated life could have given land 

To sow tiny seeds , to feed impoverished 

Onto the planet full of sunshine, once green and blue 
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Destroyed thoroughly every inch for selfish desire ! 

 

 

If contemporary global world could have proposed 

To sprout green buds , nurture every homeless farmer 

Could have cultivated over the farmland and vineyard , 

To reap harvest , bounty healthy  life , to an emerald world ! 
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